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Language and music share many rhythmic properties, such as variations in intensity and duration
leading to repeating patterns. Perception of rhythmic properties may rely on cognitive networks
that are shared between the two domains. If so, then variability in speech rhythm perception
may relate to individual differences in musicality. To examine this possibility, the present study
focuses on rhythmic grouping, which is assumed to be guided by a domain-general principle, the
Iambic/Trochaic law, stating that sounds alternating in intensity are grouped as strong-weak,
and sounds alternating in duration are grouped as weak-strong. German listeners completed a
grouping task: They heard streams of syllables alternating in intensity, duration, or neither, and
had to indicate whether they perceived a strong-weak or weak-strong pattern. Moreover, their
music perception abilities were measured, and they filled out a questionnaire reporting their
productive musical experience. Results showed that better musical rhythm perception ability
was associated with more consistent rhythmic grouping of speech, while melody perception
ability and productive musical experience were not. This suggests shared cognitive procedures
in the perception of rhythm in music and speech. Also, the results highlight the relevance of
considering individual differences in musicality when aiming to explain variability in prosody
perception.
Keywords: Musical ability; rhythm; grouping; Iambic/Trochaic law; speech; speech perception;
musicality; prosody; domain-general; German

1. Introduction

The rhythmic properties of music and language share some notable features: Both music
and language are grouped into phrases that are marked by pauses as well as by differences
in tone height and duration of beats and syllables (Patel, 2003). Given the many parallels,
it has often been proposed that shared cognitive or perceptual mechanisms are active
in the acquisition (e.g., McMullen & Saffran, 2004) and/or processing (Patel & Iversen,
2007) of music and language. If shared mechanisms are active, then training or aptitude
in either music or language should facilitate the other (Patel, 2011).
The current study focuses on one rhythmic similarity between music and language: An
asymmetry of cue distribution between the beginning and ends of larger units. Across
musical cultures, initial beats are marked by higher intensity, and final notes are marked
by longer duration in musical phrases (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Narmour, 1990;
Todd, 1985). Across languages, a similar distribution of rhythmic cues is found in metrical feet (i.e., the smaller rhythmic units consisting of one or more syllables that make up
words): If metrical stress is trochaic, the prominent initial syllable of the (un-accented)
foot is typically marked by increased intensity, whereas if metrical stress is iambic, the
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prominent final syllable of the foot is typically marked by longer duration. Moreover, if a
language has trochaic metrical stress and is weight-sensitive, then the default foot will be
trochaic, but any long syllable will be a monosyllabic foot assigned finally (Hayes, 1995;
see also Hyde, 2011, p. 1054).
It has been proposed that an innate domain-general auditory principle (Bolton, 1894;
Hayes, 1985, 1995; Woodrow, 1909), referred to as the Iambic/Trochaic law (ITL, Hayes,
1985; Hayes, 1995), might account for this asymmetry in the distribution of rhythm cues
in language and music. Furthermore, the ITL postulates preferences in auditory rhythmic
grouping with variation in intensity leading to the perception of a strong-weak grouping
and variation in duration leading to a weak-strong grouping. Hayes (1985, 1995) proposed
the ITL to offer an account for the typological similarities regarding metrical stress. Many
studies carried out over the past century have provided evidence for this law (Bhatara
et al., 2016; Bhatara et al., 2013; Boll-Avetisyan et al., 2016; Bolton, 1894; Hay & Diehl,
2007; Rice, 1992; Woodrow, 1909, 1951). Nespor and colleagues (Langus et al., 2016a;
Nespor et al., 2008) extended the ITL to account for typological similarities regarding
phrasal stress, where trochaic phrasal stress (triggered by head-complement word order)
is marked by pitch, while final (iambic) phrasal stress (triggered by complement-head
word order) is marked by lengthening. Their proposal also receives support from acoustic
analyses of speech productions (Nespor et al., 2008) and from certain rhythmic grouping
studies (Abboub et al., 2016; Bion et al., 2011). There is, however, also evidence from
phonetic studies and grouping studies that the asymmetry in the distribution of rhythmic
cues in production (for an overview, see Fletcher, 2010) and perception (particularly for
pitch: Bhatara et al., 2013; Kusumoto & Moreton, 1997; Rice, 1992; Woodrow, 1911) is
not as consistent as postulated by Hayes (1995) and Nespor et al. (2008), suggesting that
a more nuanced view of the ITL is needed.
Following up on the proposal of the ITL as a domain-general perceptual bias, the present study investigates whether musical aptitude influences rhythmic grouping of speech.
If rhythm perception in general and rhythmic grouping in particular draw on shared
cognitive resources between the domains of music and language, then musical ability
may predict some of the variability between individuals’ speech rhythm perception. We
focused on native listeners of German—a group that has, to this point, been found to show
strong grouping preferences consistent with the ITL (Bhatara et al., 2016; Bhatara et al.,
2013). Recent research suggests that the perceptual effects of the ITL can be modulated by
language experience as well as by musical experience. Studies that have investigated an
effect of language experience on rhythmic grouping preferences presented cross-linguistic
comparisons of two groups of speakers of different native languages or with different
amounts of L2 experience. These studies have compared the rhythmic grouping preferences of speakers of languages that differ at the level of phrasal stress (Iversen et al., 2008;
Langus et al., 2016b; Molnar et al., 2016; Molnar et al., 2014; Yoshida et al., 2010) or at
the level of lexical stress (Bhatara et al., 2016; Bhatara et al., 2013; Boll-Avetisyan et al.,
2016; Crowhurst, 2016; Crowhurst & Teodocio Olivares, 2014). Iversen et al. (2008)
investigated potential effects of phrase-level prosodic knowledge on grouping by comparing native listeners of Japanese and English. Participants were presented with sequences
of non-speech tones alternating in intensity or duration. As predicted by the ITL, both
groups indicated a preference for trochaic groupings when listening to intensity-varied
sequences. However, differences emerged for the grouping of duration-varied sequences:
Only native listeners of English consistently showed a preference for iambic groupings
as predicted by the ITL. Native listeners of Japanese, however, did not show a consistent
pattern as a group: Almost half preferred trochaic groupings, about 26% preferred iambic
groupings, and the rest had no consistent preference. Iversen and colleagues (2008)
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interpret their data in line with Nespor et al.’s (2008) account, as English has iambic
phrasal stress and Japanese has trochaic phrasal stress, suggesting that English listeners
have more experience with duration as a grouping cue. An earlier study by Kusumoto and
Moreton (1997), who studied native listeners of English and two Japanese dialects, found
comparable results. Meanwhile, these findings have been extended to native listeners
of Turkish and Persian (both languages with trochaic phrasal stress), who perform like
Japanese listeners, and native listeners of Italian (iambic phrasal stress), who perform
like English listeners (Langus et al., 2016b) as well as Basque-Spanish bilinguals (Molnar
et al., 2014; Molnar et al., 2016), whose performance resembled that of Japanese listeners
if their dominant language was Basque (trochaic phrasal stress) but that of English listeners, if their dominant language was Spanish (iambic phrasal stress). Note, however, that
another study did not find any cross-linguistic differences: These experiments showed that
both Japanese and English listeners were facilitated in their segmentation of rhythmically
structured speech if duration was a cue to word endings but not if it was a cue to word
beginnings (Frost et al., 2016).
Results from studies that tested an influence of experience with lexical stress on rhythmic
grouping are less consistent. The first study addressing this issue (Hay & Diehl, 2007)
compared grouping by listeners of French (no lexical stress) and English (contrastive
lexical stress with metrical stress being trochaic plus weight-sensitive) of streams of tones
or streams of repetitions of a single syllable that varied in either intensity, duration, or
neither. Grouping preferences were consistent with the predictions of the ITL with no
differences between the language groups. Later studies, however, found cross-linguistic
differences in grouping tasks that used more complex material with either mixed syllables
or mixed tones. For example, native listeners of Betaza Zapotec preferred trochaic groupings when hearing duration-varied sequences of syllables, which may relate to the fact
that metrical stress in Betaza Zapotec is trochaic and weight-insensitive, and its prominence is acoustically cued by duration (Crowhurst & Teodocio Olivares, 2014). Moreover,
native listeners of Spanish showed no preference for a specific grouping, which may be
due to Spanish (its stress being trochaic with weight-sensitivity) having relatively fewer
words with iambic patterns than English (Crowhurst, 2016), and indeed, English listeners
displayed a preference for iambic groupings when tested on the same material (Crowhurst
& Teodocio Olivares, 2014; Crowhurst, 2016), which replicates previous findings and is
consistent with English stress.
Another group of researchers has focused on French and German listeners to explore
the effects of experience with lexical stress in a native language (Bhatara et al., 2013;
Bhatara et al., 2016) or in a second language (Boll-Avetisyan et al., 2016) as well as
the effects of musical experience (Bhatara et al., 2016; Boll-Avetisyan et al., 2016) on
rhythmic grouping preferences. As the current study immediately follows up on this work,
these studies will be reviewed in somewhat more detail. Both French and German are
similar at the level of phrasal stress, where both iambs and trochees can be formed (due
to complement-head order in main clauses and head-complement order in subordinate
clauses). The languages differ at the level of lexical stress: French has no lexical stress,
while German has contrastive lexical stress with metrical stress being trochaic, but iambs
can also be formed due to weight-sensitivity. Their first study (Bhatara et al., 2013) compared French and German monolinguals in two rhythmic grouping experiments using
sequences of mixed syllables. They contrasted syllable sequences in which either intensity
or duration was varied or there was no rhythmic variation. Both the French and German
listeners’ grouping preferences were as predicted by the ITL: They perceived iambs in the
duration condition and trochees in the intensity condition. However, the French had significantly weaker grouping preferences than the German listeners. Moreover, the German
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but not the French listeners perceived trochees in sequences without rhythmic variation.
A trochaic perception of invariant structures is in line with the ITL (Hayes, 1995; Hyde,
2011; see also Bolton, 1894), which postulates that trochees should be the default grouping if no duration information is present.
The authors connected their results to earlier studies by Dupoux and colleagues (Dupoux
et al., 1997; Dupoux et al., 2001; Peperkamp et al., 2010) that had shown that French
listeners have weaker prosodic processing abilities than native listeners of languages with
lexical stress. It seems that French listeners can perceive prosodic information in relatively
simple tasks, but when task demands are high, their performance decreases. On these
grounds, Dupoux and colleagues argue that French listeners lack the abstract symbolic
representations of lexical stress, which facilitate prosodic perception in native listeners
of lexical stress languages. Rather, they may process metrical information at an acoustic
level. The same explanation can also account for the grouping results: When French listeners process simple rhythmic sequences consisting of one tone or just one syllable (hence,
requiring little cognitive load), they do not differ from native listeners of a language with
lexical stress such as English (Hay & Diehl, 2007). If, however, rhythmic sequences consist
of multiple syllables (hence, introducing higher demands on processing), French listeners
fall behind native listeners of a lexical stress language like German, as only the Germans
receive facilitation from their abstract higher-level representations (Bhatara et al., 2013).
Following up on this work, Bhatara et al. (2016) predicted that German but not French
listeners should transfer their ability to process rhythm at a higher level of processing to
the perception of sequences of mixed complex tones. In their study, sequences of chimeric
musical instrument sounds that varied in intensity, duration, or neither were used. They
were either presented in a Low Variability condition, in which the sequences consisted
of repeated exemplars of one sound (a chimera of two musical instruments) or in a High
Variability condition, in which sequences consisted of multiple different instrument
chimeras (mimicking the mix of syllables in Bhatara et al., 2013). As expected and in line
with Hay and Diehl (2007), no differences were found between French and German listeners in the Low Variability condition. However, in the High Variability condition, only the
German listeners showed the expected grouping preferences (iambs in the duration condition, trochees in the control and intensity condition), while the French listeners had no
grouping preferences at all. The same study furthermore explored whether musical experience affects rhythmic grouping preferences. To this end, musical experience was measured using a composite score that combined information about the number of learned
musical instruments, the age of acquiring a first instrument, and the total number of years
of musical training. Results showed that musical experience predicted the rhythmical
grouping by French but not by German listeners. More specifically, the more musical
experience the French listeners had, the more they reported iambic groupings in the duration condition and trochaic groupings in the intensity condition. Grouping results in the
control condition, however, were unaffected by the French listeners’ musical experience.
These results suggest the following: German listeners rely on abstract prosodic knowledge
to parse rhythmic sequences into metrical feet. French listeners, however, do not (because
they lack the relevant abstract representations), and only rely on lower level acoustic
information. Musical experience helps French listeners’ to improve their acoustic processing skills (hence their enhanced grouping preferences when acoustic cues from intensity
or duration are present), but it does not make them process the rhythmic sequences at a
higher level of processing (hence, the lack of a default trochaic grouping preference in
the control condition). That is, we would argue that musical experience has an effect on
French listeners’ acoustic acuity, but not on their abstract representations of prosody.
A third study by the same group (Boll-Avetisyan et al., 2016), however, suggests that
French listeners may establish abstract prosodic representations when they have learned
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a foreign language that has lexical stress, but—importantly—this is modulated by musical
experience. Using Bhatara et al.’s (2013) syllable sequences as material, their study
assessed the rhythmic grouping preferences of French listeners who had learned German
as a second language (L2). It was found that the L2 learners’ preferences for grouping
rhythmic speech were modulated not only by qualitative and quantitative aspects of their
received L2 input, but also by their musical experience. The more musical experience L2
learners had, the more their grouping preferences resembled that of the native German
speakers than that of the French monolinguals in all three conditions (i.e., more iambic
groupings in the duration condition, and more trochaic groupings in both the intensity
and control condition). When these data were compared to the data of the monolingual
French and German listeners tested in Bhatara et al. (2013), it became evident that
musical experience affected the L2 learners but did not affect the monolingual groups.
To account for these differences between the monolingual speakers and the L2 learners,
Boll-Avetisyan et al. (2016) proposed that musical experience did not influence rhythmic
grouping of speech directly (hence the lack of an influence in the two monolingual
groups). Instead, the improved perception of rhythmic structure resulting from musical
experience may have helped the L2 learners to acquire L2 lexical stress. The possibility
that the L2 learners have actually acquired lexical stress as opposed to merely enhanced
acoustic processing abilities is specifically supported by the fact that the musical L2 learners significantly increased their trochaic perception in the control condition, in which
no acoustic p
 rosodic cues were provided, and, hence, a default metrical parsing strategy
must have been applied.
The following question arises: Why has musical experience not been found to influence German listeners’ grouping preferences? It could be that German listeners’ grouping
preferences are at ceiling because they speak a lexical stress language, and the fact that
they draw on linguistic representations of prosodic knowledge statistically overshadows
any influence of their musical experience when processing rhythmic speech. However, it
is also possible that their musical experience is not directly linked to their processing of
rhythm in speech, whereas other aspects of musicality would be. It is possible that musical
ability, in particular rhythm perception ability, is a more direct link between music and
language in speech rhythm processing.
There are multiple reasons why musical ability would be linked more directly to speech
rhythm processing than musical experience. They are summarized here, but see Levitin
(2012) for further discussion: First, musicality has at least partially biological origins.
Hence, people with equal musical experience can still differ with regards to their sensitivity to music. Second, Boll-Avetisyan et al.’s (2016) and Bhatara et al.’s (2016) Musical
Experience factor (which combined years of practicing, age of acquisition, and number of
instruments) focused on experience with producing music, which excludes a large group
of people with extensive musical perception experience, including “disc jockeys, music
critics, recording engineers, film music supervisors, and record company talent scouts”
(Levitin, 2012, p. 634). Third, it ignores the fact that experience with different musical
instruments and with different musical styles may lead to different skills. Wallentin and
colleagues (Wallentin et al., 2010), for example, speculate that experience with string
instruments may lead to enhanced melody skills, while experience with drum instruments
may lead to enhanced rhythm skills (see also Rauscher & Hinton, 2003). In any case, there
is evidence that the processing of music is a highly complex auditory skill that requires
processing many different components, including pitch, duration, loudness, and timbre,
all of which must then be integrated into higher-order representations of melody, rhythm,
tempo, meter, and phrases.
Hence, we hypothesize that a measure of perceptive musical ability or experience would
better capture an association between speech rhythm processing and musicality than a
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measure of productive musical experience. In the current study, we chose to investigate
German listeners. The reason for this choice was because of the lack of previous evidence of
the influence of musical experience in this group. Hence, an effect of musical ability among
German listeners would be more striking than the same effect among French listeners,
where some effects of musical experience have already been shown. More specifically, we
explored potential effects of both musical rhythm and melody perception abilities as well
as productive musical experience. We hypothesized that musical rhythm perception ability would predict the perception of speech rhythm, and that it would be a better predictor
than melody perception ability or productive musical experience. Furthermore, we raised
the question of whether musical aptitude would affect lower-level acoustic or higher-order
abstract processing, with no specific hypothesis about the direction of the effect.
To test these questions, we replicated Bhatara et al.’s (2013) grouping experiment with
speech sequences varying in duration, intensity, or neither (control). In addition, we
used the Musical Ear Test (MET, Wallentin et al., 2010), a standardized test for separately assessing melody and rhythm perception abilities with an equal emphasis on both.
Moreover, we used a musical background questionnaire to obtain information related to
(productive) musical experience.
We made the following predictions: We expected to replicate Bhatara et al.’s (2013) results
in that the German listeners would show iambic grouping preferences when hearing durationvaried syllable sequences, and trochaic groupings when hearing intensity-varied or unvaried
sequences, and we did not expect that productive musical experience would predict grouping preferences. Instead, we expected that perceptive musical aptitude—particularly for perceiving musical rhythm—as measured by the MET would predict grouping preferences.
Regarding the question of whether perceptive musical aptitude would affect listeners’
lower- or higher-level processing of rhythm, we predicted the following: If musical aptitude is exclusively associated with listeners’ sensitivity to acoustic prosodic information,
we predicted that participants who are more musical (those with higher MET scores)
would show more iambic groupings in the duration condition and more trochaic groupings in the intensity condition, while trochaic groupings in the acoustically invariant
control condition should be uninfluenced by musicality. If, on the other hand, musical
aptitude is associated with more abstract metrical grouping strategies as well as sensitivity to acoustic information, then, in addition to enhanced groupings in the intensity and
duration condition, we also predicted that musical aptitude would alter grouping preferences in the acoustically invariant control condition.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Twenty adult native speakers of German participated in this study (11 women, 9 men),
who were raised monolingually by parents who were all native speakers of German. No
participant reported any difficulties regarding their speech, language, or hearing. A summary of the participants’ demographic information including their language and musical
experience is given in Table 1. All procedures were performed in compliance with relevant laws and institutional guidelines and the appropriate institutional committee has
approved them. Participants were compensated by a fee.
2.2. Material

2.2.1. Grouping experiment

In order to assess rhythmic speech grouping preferences, we used the stimuli from
Bhatara et al. (2013), Experiment 1. There were 90 speech-like streams of different
consonant-vowel syllables that were flat in F0. Each sequence consisted of 16 different
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Mean

Range

24

18–35

Number of learned second languages

3

2–5

Age of acquiring first second language

9

6–11

Years spend learning second languages

12

8–22

2

0–6

9

4–20

10

0–30

Singing

3

0–10

Playing an instrument

3

0–20

Dancing

2

0–7

14

0–40

Self-estimated ability on Playing an instrument

5

0–9

scale from 0 = none to

Dancing

4

0–9

Singing

5

0–9

Melody perception ability

75%

52–92

Rhythm perception ability

73%

52–83

Language experience

Musical experience

Number of acquired musical activities
(instruments, singing, and dancing)
Age of acquiring first musical activity
Years spent practicing a musical activity

Time spent in h/week

Listening to music

10 = perfect
MET scores

Table 1: Summary of the participant background information as obtained by a questionnaire and
their scores obtained in the Musical Ear Test (MET).

CV syllables, constructed by combining four long and tense vowels /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/ and
four consonants of mixed manner and place of articulation /b/, /z/, /m/, /l/. Each of the
syllables was presented twice, once in a strong and once in a weak position. This resulted
in 32 syllables per sequence (e.g., /...zulebolilozimube.../), which were combined in a different order in each of the 90 stimuli. The streams were generated with a German voice
(voice ‘De5’) using the text-to-speech software MBROLA (Dutoit et al., 1996). The onset
of the sequences was masked over the first 3 seconds by a combination of white noise
fading out and intensity of the stimulus fading in. Moreover, the sequences were counterbalanced for whether the initial syllable was strong or weak. There were three conditions:
An intensity condition including 40 streams in which every second syllable had a higher
intensity than the preceding one (a difference of 2, 4, 6, or 8 dB; 10 streams of each variation level), a duration condition including 40 streams in which every second syllable was
longer than the preceding one (a difference of 50, 100, 150, or 200 ms; as with intensity,
10 streams of each variation level), and a control condition, in which all syllables were of
equal intensity and duration. Further details on the acoustical properties of the material
can be found in Bhatara et al. (2013).
2.2.2. Musical Ear Test

The Musical Ear Test (MET, Wallentin et al., 2010) was used to assess receptive musical
abilities. This standardized test consisted of two parts, one for assessing rhythmic discrimination and one for assessing melodic discrimination. Each part consists of 52 trials.
In each trial, participants hear two rhythmic or melodic phrases that are either the same
or different. Rhythmic phrases consist of between 4 and 11 beats recorded with wood
blocks. Melodic phrases consist of between 3 and 8 piano tones. All phrases have the same
duration independent of the number of beats or tones.
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2.3. Procedure

2.3.1. Grouping experiment

The procedure was analogous to that used by Bhatara et al. (2013). Stimuli were presented
through headphones. Participants were instructed to listen to each of the nonsense speech
streams carefully and to indicate by pressing one of two buttons as soon as they perceived
a grouping pattern (even if it was before the end of the sequence) indicating whether this
pattern consisted of strong-weak (trochaic) or weak-strong (iambic) disyllables.
2.3.2. Musical Ear Test

The procedure was analogous to that used by Wallentin et al. (2010). Participants heard
prerecorded instructions (translated to German) and all trials through headphones. The
task was to decide whether two phrases in a trial were the same or different. Participants
indicated their response by checking a box on an answer sheet presented on a computer
screen.
2.3.3. Questionnaire

After the experiment, participants completed the questionnaire (see Table 1 for a
summary of the results). Regarding the musical background, the first three questions
asked 1) the number of acquired musical activities including playing an instrument,
singing, and dancing, 2) their age of acquisition, and 3) the number of years practicing this
musical activity (these were the questions on which Bhatara et al. (2016), Boll-Avetisyan
(2016), and the current study based their Musical Experience variable). Furthermore,
we added questions assessing their weekly time spent with singing, dancing, and practicing an instrument. We also added two questions assessing their perceptive musical
behavior—one asked about the weekly time spent with listening to music, and the other
one asked about their preferred musical styles. Lastly, they were required to estimate their
abilities in singing, playing an instrument, and dancing on a scale from 0 (none) to 10
(perfect). Regarding the language background, the questions addressed the participants’
foreign language knowledge, for which they had to list their foreign languages with the
respective age of acquisition and the number of years they learned or were immersed in
the language. Furthermore, they were asked to name their parents’ native languages to
verify that they had been raised monolingual.1
2.4. Data processing and analysis

The dependent variable was response type (1 = trochaic versus 0 = iambic). Given the
binomial distribution of the data, a logit generalized linear mixed-effects model with random factors for participants and items was applied.
To assess the influence of musical aptitude for rhythm and melody perception as well
as of productive musical experience, we did the following: We generated two continuous
fixed factors on the basis of the scores obtained in the MET. One of these factors represented the scores obtained in the rhythm part (METrhythm), and the other represented
the scores obtained in the melody part (METmelody). To assess the influence of musical experience, we generated another continuous variable, which was a composite score
based on the first three questions from the questionnaire (see above). This score was created the same way as in Boll-Avetisyan et al. (2016) and Bhatara et al. (2016), using a
Principal Component Analysis. The first Principal Component, which represented all three
variables to a comparable degree, captured 84% of their variance. These three continuous
1

All participants were furthermore tested on a battery of tasks assessing general cognitive skills. This data is
not considered here as it was part of a separate study.
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variables (METrhythm, METmelody, and musical experience) were centered around their
respective means to reduce collinearity.
For the condition factor, we used a successive difference contrast. This is an orthogonal
contrast that puts the grand mean in the intercept and makes successive comparisons
between conditions (that is, level 1 is compared to level 2, and level 2 to level 3 etc.;
but no comparison can be made between level 1 and level 3, because this would give up
the orthogonality). We coded the contrast so that duration was compared to intensity
(Dur-Int), and control to duration (Cont-Dur), while control and intensity (Cont-Int) were
not compared. This coding (which was also used by Boll-Avetisyan et al., 2016) allows us
to see if an effect of the ITL is enhanced by musicality (that is, fewer trochaic responses to
duration compared to more trochaic responses to intensity and control sequences respectively with increasing musicality). As we did not expect an effect of musicality on Cont-Int,
and as such an effect would anyway be uninformative about the ITL, we disregarded this
comparison.
In order to assess whether the three different musicality factors were valuable predictors of the participants’ rhythmic grouping preferences, we ran three separate models,
each one including the interaction between Condition and one of these three continuous variables. These three models were compared by means of the Akaike Information
criterion (Akaike, 1998). The model including Condition*METrhythm yielded the lowest
Akaike values (AIC = 2030, BIC = 2074), and, hence, accounted best for the variance in
the data. We could not test any models including more than two fixed factors or random
slopes, as these did not converge, so they are not interpretable.
For our analysis, we used the statistics program R (R Core Team, 2012). Models were fitted using the package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015); graphs were generated using the package
ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009). The successive difference contrast was coded using the contr.
sdif() function available from the MASS package (Venables & Ripley, 2002).

3. Results

3.1. Mixed-effects model results

The model coefficients are provided in Table 2. The estimates (β) indicate the
logit-transformed proportion of trochaic responses. Results indicate a significant effect
of Dur-Int, the negative β suggesting that participants gave fewer trochaic responses in
the duration condition than in the intensity condition. Moreover, there was a significant effect of Cont-Dur, the positive β suggesting that participants gave more trochaic
responses in the control condition than in the duration condition. There was no main
effect of METrhythm. However, METrhythm interacted significantly with both Dur-Int
and Cont-Dur. As illustrated by linear regression lines in Figure 1, the higher participants
scored in the rhythm part of the MET, the more consistent they were in their rhythmic
grouping performance.
3.2. Correlations

METmelody and METrhythm scores were marginally correlated (r = .43, p = .06).
METmelody and musical experience were significantly correlated (r = .44, p = .05).
However, METrhythm and musical experience were not correlated (r = .12, p = .61).

4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate the link between speech rhythm processing and musicality. We tested whether rhythmic grouping of speech by native listeners of
German was affected by receptive musical abilities. We predicted that rhythm discrimination abilities would be a better predictor for speech rhythm grouping preferences than
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Fixed effects

β

SE

z

P

Grand mean (Intercept)

0.65

0.13

5.01

< .001

Dur-Int

–2.12

0.15

–14.26

< .001

Cont-Dur

1.79

0.22

8.31

< .001

METrhythm

1.30

1.39

0.94

.35, n.s.

Dur-Int*METrhythm

–7.40

1.36

–5.45

< .001

Cont-Dur*METrhythm

13.30

2.16

6.14

< .001

SD

Random effects

Variance

item (Intercept)

0.29

0.54

id (Intercept)

0.21

0.46

Table 2: Parameters of the linear mixed-effects logit regression.

Figure 1: Linear regression lines reflecting the effect of musical rhythm discrimination ability
(measured in % correct in Musical Ear Test) on the mean proportion of trochaic responses
(0 = iambic, 1 = trochaic) broken down by condition. Shaded areas indicate the standard
deviations.

melody discrimination abilities or musical (production) experience. The results confirmed
our predictions. Musical rhythm receptivity was the best predictor of rhythmic grouping
preferences. Higher scores in the rhythm test of the MET were related to more iambic
responses in the duration condition and more trochaic responses in both the intensity
and the control condition. Previous studies had found evidence for an effect of musical
experience on rhythmic speech grouping preferences by native listeners of French but not
German (Bhatara et al., 2016; Boll-Avetisyan et al., 2016). A potential explanation of
this finding was that the effect of musical experience among the German listeners was
not strong enough, perhaps because they already have a substantial amount of rhythmic
experience in speech due to their linguistic experience with lexical stress. The French
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listeners must use skills gained in other domains for rhythmic grouping, whereas the
German speakers have ample knowledge gained from the linguistic domain upon which
they can call. However, the current results rule out the hypothesis that German listeners’
processing of rhythmic speech is only influenced by their linguistic knowledge. Rather,
they suggest a role for cross-domain transfer between music and language in speech
rhythm perception.
A first finding of the current study was that musical aptitude as measured by the MET
compared to a measure of (productive) musical experience was a better predictor of
rhythmic speech grouping. The distinction between perception and production of music
and the abilities associated with each of these types of musical experience may explain the
differences between prior and current findings. In the prior studies, Musical Experience
measured only the time spent learning an instrument, age of first musical experience,
and number of musical activities learned; that is, experience producing music with an
instrument, the body, or the voice. Hence, the musical experience measure would correlate most strongly with musical production skills rather than perception skills. However,
musical production and perception skills do not necessarily need to be correlated (Levitin,
2012), and, in fact, musical rhythm discrimination ability and general musical experience
were not correlated in the presented sample. Hence, it is not surprising that a measure of
musical perception abilities might be more informative for investigating the link between
musicality and speech rhythm perception. Together, the results suggest a perceptual
measure of musicality may be more sensitive than measures of musical experience when
accounting for inter-listener variability in the processing of speech rhythm. Whereas the
musical experience measure in the present and previous study included only production
experience, the rhythm perception ability test may more directly measure the skill that is
used when rhythmically grouping speech.
A second finding in this study was that a comparison between musical rhythm and
melody perception abilities showed that rhythm abilities were a better predictor of speech
rhythm grouping preferences. This provides support for the view that music is processed
in different components (Levitin, 2012), and suggests that cross-domain transfer between
rhythm related components is more likely than an involvement of other components of
music (e.g., melody) in the processing of speech rhythm. In the present study, both the
rhythmic grouping task and the rhythm perception test relied on processing of timing
information. Because of this, it is likely that these two tasks relied on similar auditory
mechanisms. In contrast, melodic perception would not have overlapped as strongly with
the rhythmic grouping task, resulting in a weaker association between the two. This result
is also in line with those of previous studies: There is evidence that speech rhythm experience and musical rhythm discrimination abilities are linked (Roncaglia-Denissen et al.,
2016; Roncaglia-Denissen et al., 2013a), and experience with lexical tone has been linked
with receptive skills for musical melody (Bidelman et al., 2013; Deutsch et al., 2006;
Wong et al., 2012).
A third finding was that musical rhythm perception abilities predicted grouping
preferences in all three conditions. In the introduction, we raised the issue of whether
musicality would affect lower-level acoustic or higher-level abstract processing of rhythmic
speech. We predicted that if musicality was linked to a lower-level acuity for acoustic cues
in rhythmic speech, then participants with higher MET scores would show more iambic
groupings in the duration condition and more trochaic groupings in the intensity condition, but there should have been no effect on the acoustically invariant control condition.
If musicality was (furthermore) linked to higher-level abstract prosodic processing, then
participants with higher MET scores should not only have enhanced grouping preferences
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in the acoustically variant duration and intensity condition, but also in the invariant
control condition.
The present results suggest effects of musical aptitude on higher-order processing
(potentially in addition to effects on acoustic sensitivity): The most unmusical participants actually failed to perceive a trochaic structure in the control sequences. This result
may suggest that in fact some level of receptive rhythm ability is needed in order to
establish higher level abstract representations. However, as only two subjects showed
this pattern and we do not know if they were affected by any perceptual disabilities (e.g.,
undiscovered amusia or language delay) we cannot draw any strong conclusions. The current findings have implications for studies on prosodic processing. It is generally assumed
that rhythmic grouping preferences facilitate prosodically-cued speech segmentation in
adulthood (e.g., Bion et al., 2011; Roncaglia-Denissen et al., 2013b; Tyler & Cutler, 2009)
and infancy (Abboub et al., 2016; Bion et al., 2011; Hay & Saffran, 2012). Hence, it is
possible that rhythmic perception ability is one of the factors that can account for the
variability we see in adults’ speech processing performance. Moreover, in light of the
prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis (Gleitman & Wanner, 1982; Weissenborn & Höhle,
2001) by which infants use prosody to bootstrap into higher-order linguistic domains like
lexical and syntax acquisition, musicality may even play a role in language acquisition. In
support of the bootstrapping hypothesis, a longitudinal study with children has found that
prosodic perception abilities at four months of age predict language abilities at five years
(Höhle et al., 2014). If musicality affected early prosodic acquisition, then, potentially, it
would also account for some of the variability seen in language development. It would be
interesting to follow up on these issues in future studies.
In sum, the results of the presented study support the view of the ITL as a domaingeneral bias with links to music and language (Bolton, 1894; Hayes, 1985, 1995) while
providing further evidence that some of the variability between listeners can be captured
by factors relating to their individual musicality.
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